COMPRESSOR SPECIALISTS SINCE 1864

Norwalk is Expanding Field Service!
Norwalk has recognized an increasing need in our industry for compressor on site OEM
maintenance due to RETIREMENT of plant rotating machinery maintenance personnel and the
need for on-time delivery of compressed gases critical in the fulfillment of order processing.
This means that our customers’ existing equipment be operating at their best efficiency and
reliability.
Our Service Department has expanded with added OEM trained Technicians. This will
significantly cut down on delays in scheduling and down time.
We are currently working with major specialty gas divisions on Periodic Maintenance (PM)
Service Contracts for multiple locations and states. This offer is for any Norwalk compressor in
any industry at any location in the USA. Whether you are responsible for multiple sites or just
one compressor, our maintenance contract can work for you.
Major benefits are:







Reduced service rates
Special 10% OEM discount on all parts under contract.
Reduced in house shop rates when parts are shipped to our plant for repair.
OEM experience and coverage on your compressor.
OEM assurance that your compressor(s) is operating to maximum capacity.
All Parts will be supplied to OEM specs and tolerances to insure long life and minimal
down time.

Service is broken into three PM categories:
1)
2)
3)

Quarterly PM
4,000 Hour PM
8,000 Hour PM

Blank inspection reports are available for your reference. They are helpful for your own
maintenance personnel. Select the hyperlink above of your choice for pdf download.
Please feel free to request a copy of our Maintenance Agreement and sample rate sheet along
with our contract for your review. If you have other locations in one geographic area we can
combine air fare and travel rates to save costs.
Don’t trust your compressor to inexperience go with the OEM who knows your machine!
If you have any question, let me know and I can provide more details.
CONTACT:

Jeff Barker, Manager Customer Service
TEL: (717) 949-2305
FAX: (717) 949-2306
E-Mail: jbarker@norwalkcompressor.com

MOBILE: (203) 612-0983

